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ABSTRACT 

Using the Regge analysis of Mueller and assuming factorization we cal- 

culate the leading meson Regge corrections to scaling in several two particle 

inclusive processes, a f b -) c + d + X. We consider the limit where c is a 

fragment of a and d is a fragment of b, denoted by (a - c Id c b) , Inclusive 

Reggeon vertices are extracted from one particle inclusive data, using 

exchange degeneracy assumptions motivated by experiment and conservative 

theoretical prejudices about early scaling. These vertices are then combined 

(i) to predict that the following processes should scale early: (p -+ 7r- IT- - 7r+) 

(P--r -17i -p),(p- T-IT- -K+),@ -t r+ln- +- K+); (ii) to predict large Regge 

corrections to scaling in the processes (p - ‘lr- 1~’ c p), and (p - 7rV 1~’ c K-); 

and (iii) to make qualitative predictions about other inclusive processes. 

Comparisons with experiment agree with the predictions for (p + 71- 13~~ c p), 

(p 4.x -IT:-K+) and (p--r-l?;‘- K-), and are consistent with our expectations 

for @-r-In- .- n+) and @-r-IT- - 7r-). 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Mueller 192 method of combining Regge theory with unitarity3 is a 

powerful means for analyzing inclusive processes. While not as explicit as 

the multiperipheral and diffractive excitation models, 5 it gives a simple 

derivation of hadronic scaling laws proposed by Feynman, Yang and others.’ 

Mueller analysis also makes predictions for the way in which scaling is 

approached, 7 and for the structure of correlations between produced particles. 2,8 

So far, Mueller theory has usually been applied to single particle inclusive 

processes. ’ In this paper we discuss the Regge phenomenology of two particle 

inclusive processes. Starting from existing data on one particle inclusive 

processes and using theoretical assumptions which are supported phenomeno- 

logically, we make predictions for two particle inclusive processes at inter- 

mediate energies, 10 and compare them with existing data as far as possible. 

It is generally assumed 1,2,7,3 that the same Regge singularities appear 

in inclusive cross sections as in exclusive processes. Thus the Pomeron is 

believed to be responsible for hadronic scaling, and the approach to limiting 

fragmentation is believed to be as s -l/2 , and to be controlled by the leading 

meson trajectories (o, W, f, A2). Experimental evidence has been presented 

in favor of this latter prediction. 11 Many more predictions follow from the 

Mueller picture if the leading Regge singularities factorize. Evidence has been 

presented for the factorization of the Pomeron in scaled inclusive cross 

sections, 10,12 and for the factorization of the leading nonscaling terms at 

intermediate energies. 13 Theoretically, Regge singularities should include 

cuts, and factorization should not be exact. However, phenomenologically 

factorization seems not to break down by more than lo-20%. l4 Nonleading 
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Regge corrections to scaling are generally considerably greater at intermediate 

energies so that factorizability seems a reasonable first approximation. 

In the Mueller picture, 192 Regge corrections to scaling in one particle 

distributions are given by diagrams of Fig. 2b, just as Regge corrections to 

asymptotic total cross sections are given by the diagrams of Fig. lb. If 

factorization were correct, the same inclusive Reggeon vertices would control 

the approach to scaling in limits where one final state particle was in the frag- 

mentation region of the target, and one in the fragmentation region of the 

projectile. Two particle correlations could in principle be calculated entirely 

in terms of single particle distributions and total cross sections, from the 

diagrams of Fig. 3b. In practice, quite apart from problems with factorization, 

the experimental data on single particle processes are too crude to permit 

accurate determination of inclusive Reggeon vertices. However, a large number 

of qualitative and semiquantitative predictions can already be made on the basis 

of existing data, and some of these can be compared with experimental two 

particle distributions. 

It is well-known 12 that certain single particle inclusive distributions seem 

to approach scaling rapidly (e.g. , K+p -. ‘KX, pp - T-X, r+p - 7r-X in the 

target fragmentation region). This means that phenomenologically certain 

inclusive Reggeon vertices are approximately exchange degenerate. On the 

other hand, certain reactions seem to approach scaling very slowly (e.g., 

-X, ” K-p 3Tp-WT --, I~+X 15) so that at least some inclusive Reggeon vertices 

I are large. These facts, combined with a bare minimum of conservative 

theoretical prejudices about early scaling in unmeasured single particle in- 

elusive process, 16 lead to striking predictions for the Reggeon contributions 

to different two particle distributions. In cases where one or more sets of. 
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inclusive Reggeon vertices are exchange degenerate, there are a number of 

predictions of zero Regge contributions. Examples are 

-I- -f Kp-+7rnX, 

+ -f 
np-7rnX. 

In cases where two sets of large inclusive Reggeon vertices are involved, 

Regge contributions of the order of more than one hundred percent can be 

expected in the 10 - 20 GeV/c range of initial lab momenta. Examples are 

+- 
Kp-nnX. 

There are other cases where single particle data are inadequate for making 

definite predictions but consistency of the one and two particle data with theory 

can be checked. Wherever possible our predictions are confronted with experi- 

ment, and agreement seems fair, bearing in mind the necessarily approximate 

nature of our predictions and of the data. 

The layout of the paper is as follows: In Section II we discuss notation and 

kinematics, and review the theory behind our predictions. In Section III we make 

a phenomenological analysis of cross section and single particle distribution 

data extracting from experiment inclusive Reggeon vertices. In Section IV we 

make predictions for the Reggeon contribution to a number of different two 

particle inclusive processes and discuss their reliability. In Section V we 

review the results and discuss which two particle processes would provide the 

most interesting experimental tests of our predictions. Finally, in a theo- 

retical Appendix we outline the exchange degeneracy patterns of inclusive 
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Reggeon vertices which follow from our conservative theoretical prejudices 

about early scaling. It should be emphasized that we have used few of the 

results of the Appendix in our phenomenological analysis, and that these results 

and our predictions for two particle inclusive processes are largely independent. 
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/ II. NOTATION 

The rapidity variable is particularly convenient for our considerations. 

Consider a single particle inclusive process, a+b -c c+X, in the rest frame 

of particle a. Then we can write 

pa= (ma,WA 

pb = (mb cash Y, 0,0, mb sinh Y) (2.1) 

P, = (wc cash Y, pcx, pcy, wc sinh Y) 

where ~z=p~~+p~ +mE = 
CY 

p: + rn:. Thus s = (P,cP~)~ = m>n$+2mamb cash Y M 

Y mambe . The variable y is the lab rapidity of particle c. If we fix y and p, 

and let s increase to infinity, we expect the Lorentz invariant cross section, 

E W/d3p) /utot to become a function of p, and y only. This follows from 

assuming a leading pole in the b6 channel when we view the process as a dis- 

continuity of the six-point amplitude. More generally we can decompose the 

cross section for the process in this kinematical limit, which we denote 

(a - c lb) as (see Fig. 2): 

E do - (a-cib) = c 
Y ’ 

d3p j 
(2.2) 

where 6yc is the distance in rapidity from the kinematical boundary, Gyc=yc-ymin = 

y,-ln(mc/ma), and where the sum is over j-plane singularities in the bb channel 

with intercepts a.. Each non-Pomeron we shall assume has an intercept of one-half, 
J 

while the Pomeron is assumed to have unit intercept. In writing (2.2) we have 

assumed factorization for all the Reggeons. The signature of the j Reggeon is 

given by TV. We take so= 1 GeV2. In this notation the total cross section is given 

by (see Fig. 1): 

Q&S) =k@; + c p-?&k s 
- l/2 

( 1 j#P J J J '0 
(2.3) 
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when 6yc = Y, - ylnin becomes large, we go over to the double Regge behavior 

of the central region with the boundary condition 

FVC 
(1-a! j)“Y c 

J @Y c’ PI) - (@q) e (2.4) 

as 6Yc - O(Y/2). l7 

Consider next a process like a+b -c-t- d+ X. There is a variety of pos- 

sible limits. We shall be concerned with the limit in which 6yc, 6yd, &, 

and ;ld are fixed while Y -.a (i.e., s -m). In this case, we can write an 

expansion for the cross section for the process, (a - c I dc b), as (see Fig. 3) 

EcEd dcr 
d3Pcd3Pd 

(a-c Id-b) =~F~-C(6~c.~Lc) 
j 

X Fi4d(‘Yd,Pld) rj (2.5) 

where the sum is over j-plane singularities and where 6yd is again the distance 

from the kinematic boundary: 6yd=Y - ln(mc/mb) - yd. As we shall see, the 

signature plays a vital role, analogous to the role it plays in differentiating pp 

andpij total cross sections. 

The correlation function is defined by 

g = EcEd 
d3p>pd - 6 bc&)td&) 

(2.6) 

Thus if our sums in Eqs. (2.2 - 2.5) included only Pomerons, there would 

result a zero correlation function. By direct computation, one finds that 

including terms up to order s -l/2 but neglecting terms of order s 
-1 , 

uabg = (2.7) 
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where the arguments of the F’s are the same as in Eq. (2.5)) and where the 

sum is over the Reggeons with intercept one-half. The correlation function 

factorizes just as the cross sections do. The s dependent portion of the two 

particle cross section (Eq. (2.5)) and the correlation function (Eq. (2.7)) are 

quite similar, although the former is somewhat simpler. As a consequence 

we shall frequently state our predictions in terms of the s-dependence of the 

two-particle inclusive cross section. 

The formula (2.7) that we use for the Regge correlations in the limit 

s --, a, 6yc and 6yd fixed can be related to the Regge prediction of a correla- 

tion length of two units in (y,-yd) by using the boundary condition (2.4). For 

large rapidity separations 6yc, 6yd, and Ay=y,- y,, we get the form 

since F i-“/F;- ’ and Fi- d/Fye d -) 0 as 6yc and 6yd - ~0 . Thus we get 

a smooth transition to the limit s - 00, 6yc, 6yd 7~ , where the correlation 

in the central region is a constant independent of s and where the correlation 

has a characteristic length of about two units. 

. . 
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III. ESTIMATES OF INCLUSIVE REGGEON VERTICES 

It is a fundamental prediction of the Mueller picture of inclusive reactions 

that the single particle cross section for (a + c I b) should approach its asymp- 

totic value as s -l/2 . By performing such an experiment at a number of 

energies and with a variety of particles in place of particle b, in principle 

the various Reggeon contributions, f, W, AS, and p, could be isolated. At 

present few reactions have been studied at many energies and in most cases 

the fragmentation (a +c) has been studied for only one or two projectiles b. 

These limitations are compounded by the need for very good statistics if the 

nonasymptotic terms are to be determined, and by the likelihood of contribu- 

tions from nonfactorizable cuts. 

As a consequence, we can make only very crude estimates at this time 

for the value of the inclusive Reggeon vertices. We will only consider data 

integrated over p, . We will normally be concerned with the ratios of the in- 

clusive Reggeon and Pomeron vertices: F ;- “/F;- ‘. It is consistent with 

the crude nature of present data to assume that these ratios are independent 

of y, at least for values of y not more than a few rapidity units from the 

kinematic boundary, and we shall do so hereafter. Moreover, we are forced 

to rely on certain theoretical prejudices to fill in the lacunae in the data. We 

shall assume that certain single particle cross sections attain their asymptotic 

Glues at low energies. Data indicate that this is the case for (p - +- Ip), 

09 - r-lK+), and (p- R-IT+), for example. 18. Early scaling requires exchange 

degeneracy of certain inclusive Reggeon vertices in analogy with two body 

Regge phenomenology. A more detailed presentation of our assumptions about 

exchange degeneracy is given in the Appendix. These assumptions are not 
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fundamental to our presentation, but are made simply because of the lack of 

high quality data. Of course, as better data become available, our estimates 

could be refined and the theoretical prejudices replaced by experimental 

results 0 

With these caveats we proceed to the estimation of the inclusive Reggeon 

vertices, Faec , for j=f, W, p, andA2. We shall need certain two body 
J 

residues, which in our normalization, we take to have the following nominal 

values, in mb m 

+ 
P P=6.1 4i = 3.6 

K+- 
PIP 

= 2.9 

(3.1) 

A. (p- r-) 

Alston-Garnjost et al. lg have presented data showing that (p - T- I7;f.J -- 

scales early, at least approximately. Thus we have 

so that Ff-‘- = Fp -‘-. 
-20 The data presented by Stroynowskl at 16 GeV/c 

P 
show that 
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This ratio of cross sections can be expressed as 

?T+ p+r-+ 2 l/2 

\ -‘IT -IT-) = 
b FIP 0 [ sO 

7i+ p-7r-+p7r+Fp-7r- 
pf Ff P P 1 (P -a-IT+) p7r+Fp -c7T- + s l/2 

0 [ 

7r+ p-4 
P P s 0 pf Ff 

- pfF;-“-j 

We find directly that 

J+? -‘- 
f E 1.7 (3.2) 

FP- T- 
n? 

We can check this ratio against other single particle inclusive data. We 

assume, as is suggested by the data, l8 that (p’,-IK+) and (p- n-lp) scale 

p ;+F; --7F- K+ P-c~-,~ 
- PA2FA2 

Using the exchange degeneracy of the K’ residues we conclude that 

FP -+T- 
f 

‘v FP- ‘- 
Cd 

(3.3) 

--a 
$-A 

1: Fp -T- 
P 2 

Thus all four (p -, r-) residues must be equal. By direct computation we find 

that 

(p- r-IK-) ~ l+ 4 

@ -c ,IK+) 
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For 9 GeV/c lab momentum, we find the ratio of the cross sections to be 

about two, in agreement with the data of Foster et al. 15 
-- 

Using these residues, we can also make predictions for (p - r- Ii): 

(P--w 
(p - n-m,, 

($+$) F;-*- 

P FP-‘- 
a? P 

(3.5) 

Unfortunately data are not yet available on this reaction for comparison with 

this prediction. Assuming 21 that pfy Fs $A 
2 

and (pT//36) = (@F/p;) , we can 

also calculate (p - 7r* IT): 

-7r - Iy) 

(P- ?r-- Ir),, 

-l/2 
(3.6) 

This implies that at 9 GeV/c lab momentum, (p - r- 1~) should be a little less 

than twice its expected asymptotic value: experimentally 22 the ratio is about 

tW0. 

B. (K+- X-) 

Assuming (K+ - r- I K+) and (K+ - 7~~ I r’) scale early, we find 

(3.7) 
.K+-r- N K+-7r- 

W FA2 
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If in addition (EC’- ?r- Ip) scales early, all four residues are equal. As a 

consequence we can express the ratio of cross sections for (K+ - 7r- Ip) and 

B(- - T+ Ip) as 

(3.3) 

At 9 GeV/c, Foster et al. 15 find this ratio to be about 2. Inserting this value -- 

we find, 

$+-7;,F;+-ir w 1.7 . 

c. (?T+- 7r-1 

By G-parity conservation, there are only Reggeon vertices for f and p . 

If (1;‘- 7r- 17~+) scales early, then 

+ - + - 

Ff” 
-x- 2: F7T -7r 

P 
(3.9) 

It is difficult to estimate the size of these residues. One approach is to 

compare (7~+ - 71- Ip) with (n- - ?r+ Ip). Since these differ only in the p con- 

tribution, their difference is small because $/$ N 4%. On the other hand, . 

looking at the energy dependence of (7;’ - r- Ip) is not reliable because quasi- 

elastic processes, e.g., n+p - p 
O-H- A are known to be important (see, for 

example, Alston-Garnjost et al. 19 ). .20 At 16 GeV/c, Stroynowskl shows that -- 

the cross section for (r- - ?ri Ip) is greater than that for (7r’- X- Ip). This 

would indicate that F 7r+ -7r- 
P 

> 0, since we have 

-l/2 -I- - 
(?r*--+lp) = /$ F;+-r+L 

-0 [ 

+ - 

so 
,$Ffn -r T-ppFT -r 

P P 3 

Of course contamination from lower lying Regge singularities may invalidate 

even this tentative statement. 
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D. $I--+) 

Data presented by Lander 
12 indicate that (p - 7r+ Ip) and (p - lr* I K+) 

scale early. If this is so, then 

FP-“+ 25 
f 

FP-“+ 
W 

, 

(3.10) 

On the other hand, Lander l2 finds that @I - ?r+ I*+) does not scale early and 
+ 

exceeds its presumed asymptotic limit. This indicates that FT-, > FP-+ 
P - 

More precise conclusions cannot be drawn at this time. 

E. $r+- 7;+) 

.20 The data of Stroynowskl and Al&on-Garnjost et al. 19 show that the -- 

cross section for (7r+- 77+ (p) falls by about 15% between. a lab momentum 

of 8 GeV/c and 16 GeV/c. Thus if we ignore the p contribution because of 

its small coupling to the nucleon, we have 

l+ (l6)-1’2 1 - 
I 1+ (31)-1’2 

1.15 = 
Pp + -t 
t-l? F;-c?r 

+ 
P 

T -2 
f Ff 

8 
+ + 

P F; -’ 
- 

implying 
+ + + + 

Ff . 
T ‘” /F; -= N 3.8 , 

, 
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The residue F ?r.--c?r- cannot be determined at this time because 
P 

is so small. 

At 16 GeV/c the (x’ - n+ Ip) and (n‘- - r-1 p) cross sections differ by less than 

10%. 2o 
-I- + 

This gives us a crude bound on Fp” --CT , to wit 

-I- -I- 
71 -x 

%- + 
?r-7r 

FP 

(3.11) 
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IV. PREDICTIONS AND COMPARISON WITH DATA 

Having developed the theory in Section II and analyzed the single particle 

data and extracted Reggeon inclusive vertices in Section III, we can now make 

predictions about two particle distributions. As discussed above, these results 

apply when one of the detected particles is in the fragmentation region of the 

target and the other is in the fragmentation region of the projectile. Also, 

the energy and the distances of the observed particles from the kinematic 

boundaries should be such that the difference between the rapidities of the ob- 

served particles are larger than two. Otherwise, the contributions of lower 

nonscaling exchanges might well not be negligible. 

First we discuss which two particle distributions may be expected to have 

small Regge corrections to scaling. As discussed in the previous section, the 

following approximate exchange degeneracies between Reggeon inclusive vertices 

are suggested by experiment and/or are theoretically plausible: 

Fp- r- N Fp -r- N FP 4T- N Fp -‘- 
P W f 

A2 

(4-l) 
FK+-,- ,K++r- + - + - 

N 
P W 

L1? F; -= N FE -Ir 
2 

Fp -&+ N 
f 

FP'"+ $-+ N- $$'I: 
W , P A2 

It can be seen from Eq. (6) that the signature factors (7=+-l for f and AZ; 7=-l 

for p and W) will induce cancellations between the vertices (4.1) when suitable 
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two particle inclusive distributions are selected. For example 

_,p-?r,?i+-?r If? Ip + 0 (s-l) (4.2) 

Other two particle distributions which are expected to have zero or small Regge 

corrections include: 

@ -7F - I 7r- - p) 

@ -I.-&K+) -7T 

(P -17r++p, -T 
(4.3) 

@ + I 7r- --tx c K+) 

Similar predictions for other less readily measurable processes can easily be 

constructed from the exchange degeneracy patterns set out in the Appendix. 

The predictions (4.2) and (4.3) probably provide the most conservative sugges- 

tions about early scaling in two particle inclusive processes. 

As discussed in Section III, it is possible to give approximate estimates, 

based on intermediate energy single particle inclusive data, of some of the 

vertices (4.1) 

FK+-( K+-,r- 
f’ ‘Fu? El.7 . 

(4.4) 

It should be emphasized again that because of systematic and statistical 

uncertainties in the data, possible breakdowns of factorization and O(s-I) 

corrections to scaling, the values (4.4) are necessarily approximate. However, 
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using (4.4) it is possible to make some predictions for the approach to scaling 

in two inclusive processes, for example 

By charge conjugation, 

FP---- = Fib+ 
IP P 

F,?+ = -i-+ 
P@ P¶W 

(4.6) 

It is apparent that because of the sign changes in Eqs. (4.6), the Regge cor- 

rections in Eq. (4.5) add rather than cancel: 

Substituting the value (4.4) into Eq. (4.7) we infer 

p-q-1 71.+.-p -l/2 
+ N 1+12 2 

(p-VT-In -6) ( 1 sO _ s- 

A precisely analogous discussion yields 

- In+--K-) -‘IT -l/2 

@ --II;’ -71 +K-&, 

(4.7) 

(4.8) 

(4.9) 

The predictions (4.8) and (4.9) deserve some comments. Because of the errors 

in estimating the ratios (4.4) of inclusive vertices, the coefficients of s -l/2 in 

Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) may well be in error by a factor of 2. However, we may 

believe that the Regge corrections are larger than is usual in total cross sections, 
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for comparison using the two body residues (3.1) we obtain 

N 1+2 f -1’2 U(Pi) 

Qi3s=m ( 1 0 
(4.10) 

aozl+l $I2 
o(K-P)s=m ( 1 0 

The reason for the large Regge corrections is clear: the Regge corrections 

to one particle distributions are often larger than those to total cross sections 

(e.g., (P--n - I n-)). This means that the ratios Ff /Frp are in general larger 

than the corresponding two body residues ratios pf/&. Finally, the two 

particle process corrections are proportional to (Ff/Frp)2. The predictions 

.(4.8) and (4.9) also give meaning to the statements that the processes (4.2) and 

(4.3) should exhibit small Regge corrections. 

Because of the problems mentioned in the previous section in extracting 
-I-- + + 

the Reggeon inclusive vertices F? 
1 

--CT , Fr -v? and FF-’ i , it is not possible 

to make numerical estimates of two particle inclusive processes involving them. 

However, the estimates (4.2), (4.3), (4.8) and (4.9) probably place bounds on 

the likely energy dependence of such processes. 

Since inclusive processes are often not measured at more than one energy 

in the same experiment, it may be useful to give alternative expressions for 

the predictions (4.8) and (4.9). By charge conjugation invariance of the 

Pomeron, 

@ -a - I?r +--p),, = (p-n I ?r-P),, 

(P -T- 1 x+-K-)~=~ = @- 7t- I T-+K+&-~ 

- 20 - 
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Also, by Eqs. (4.3) the charge conjugated reactions should be energy inde- 

pendent. By factorization and using the energy independence of (p I T- - p) and 

(K+Ir-ep): 

iP --CT - I lr- ‘P) = (p-* 
(4.12) 

so that Eqs. (4.8) and (4.9) could be written entirely in terms of cross sections 

at intermediate energies: 

-7r -rr++cp, N Ip+r-ITr++p) N @-&+Cp)O@P) 

@ --CT -I~+cp)s,m (P’T+lG-p) (P-Y Ip)(pI&-p) 

-l/2 
CZ1+12 s 

( 1 sO 
(4.13) 

-71 - 1 T+ +-K-) N (p -T- 1 T+-- K-) N $ -T- 1 r++- K-)G(K+~) 

(P-r -l,“CK-&, (p-c,-IT--K+) (P+r-IK+)@I&K+) 

(4.14) 

Quantities even more accessible to experiment are the two.particle corre- 

lations 

g = (a- cld--b) - (a- clb)(ald+- b) 
g (a@ 

(4.15) 

Equation (13) gives an expression for ga(ab) in terms of Regge residues and 

inclusive vertices 

(4.16) 
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Inserting the vertex ratios (4.4) and the two body residues (3.1) we can calculate 

some correlations in the limit 6yc, 6yd fixed, s - 00: 

g@- 7&L-p) M 0 

g(p-7&++- p> M 5 

g(K+- T-- I C-p) M 0 

g(K---7;tI&p)z 6 

0-n -17;’ - P,,, 

(4.17) 

-l/2 
(K-4 7T+ I T-+?)S=m 

It is apparent that the correlation function has less energy dependence than the 

two particle cross section. Note also that the correlation function, being pro- 

portional to products of quantities like 

(4.18) 

is more sensitive to errors in estimating Fi/F,I, than is the two particle dis- 

tribution. 

We now discuss what comparisons can be made between data and the pre- 

dictions (4.2)) (4.3)) (4.8)) and (4.9). Data have been published 
28 on the 

inclusive process (p 4 1~~ I T- - p) at an energy of 21 GeV and with the rapidities 

of the observed pions in a suitable range for our prediction (4.3) to apply. In 

Fig. 4 we have plotted the two particle distribution in the appropriate kinematic 

range and (p - T- Ip)@ I T- .-p)/o(pp) for comparison. It will be seen that the 

two sets of quantities are very similar. Since (p 4 T’ Ip) is essentially energy 

independent, this means that (p - T- I T- .- p) scales early as predicted. 

Data have also been presented 24 on the reaction (p + T- I nr- .- K+) at 

11.8 GeV. For this process we predict a small correlation since (p -. T- IK+), 

@IT=- K+) and o(K+p) are either known or believed to have small Regge 
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corrections to scaling. The data have been presented as a function of the 

difference, Ay, in the rapidities of the two pions, integrated over the remaining 

rapidity variable. Thus comparison with our prediction is not direct, as our 

results are meant to apply when the two pions are in opposite fragmentation 

regions, as well as having a rapidity separation greater than two. However 

the data do indicate that for 0.4 < /Ayl< 4, the correlation function is between 

10% and -50%. Bearing in mind the fact that some of the data are not in the 

region where our prediction (4.3) is meant to apply, and remembering the 

expected sizes of Regge corrections to scaling other inclusive reactions (4.8) 

and (4.9), we regard these data as consistent with our prediction (4.3). 

More interesting would be comparisons of the data with our non-null 

predictions (4.8) and (4.9). Unfortunately, a conclusive comparison is not 

yet possible. No data on the process (p- 7r- I r+.- 6) are available. There are 

data available25 on (p -L 7r- I ?r+ + K-), but the energy is 9 GeV and we do not 

feel very confident about our predictions at such a relatively low energy. 

Nevertheless, since this is the only process which has been measured for which 

we expect a strikingly large energy dependence, we give a crude comparison. 

For data points with a r- in the range -0.2 > x- > -0.4 and a lr’ in the range 

0.2 < x+ < 0.4, we can compare the two particle cross sections with the product 

of the single particle cross sections. We find the following range of values for 

the ratio at 9 C&V/c: 

1.0 < CK -7r +I~-~P)~(K+P) 
(K---c n+ lp)(K- 16-p) 

< 1.5 

Now we have as usual 

aQ--s~ K- 7r+ 17r--- P),, = (K--c T+lp)s=m (K-1 &-p)s=ca 

(4.19) 

(4.20) 
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Again using the data of Foster et al., 15 

(K-- r+lP), 
L 

=g GeV = 2 (K--c ~+IP& 

(K-I’=- P)pL= g GeVc2 (K- In- - P),=, 

Now if we suppose that 

-lr +I=-+p) =1+-A -CL 
-L/2 

K-Ir+ln--P)S=m ( ) sO 

(4.21) 

(4.22) 

we find 9 2 A 5 14 in agreement with our prediction A = 12. 

Data have also been published 26 on the reactions (p - 7r- 17r- + T*) at 

18.5 GeV/c. We are not able to make predictions for these reactions because 

of the difficulty discussed in Section III of extracting the inclusive Reggeon 
f - 

vertices Fir -7r from single particle inclusive data. However it is possible 

to work the other way, assuming that Regge exchanges are dominant in the 

appropriate kinematic regions of (p - T- I T- - ?) and investigating whether this 
f - 

assumption is consistent with what little is known about Fn - ’ from single 

particle inclusive data. * 

In Fig. 5 we have plotted (P-T- 1 T- + T-) and for comparison, 

(P - 7hr-)(pln- + n-)/c(T-p) where all the quantities are evaluated at 18.5 GeV. 

It will be seen that for -1.8 > y > -2.2 and 0.2 < y< 3, the two are equal to 

within about 25%. From the analysis of Section III we have 

.cTo =1+1 +-1’2 
m-P)s=m ( 1 0 

(4.23) 
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Hence at an energy of 18.5 GeV we deduce 

-71’ -(n”+n--) M (p--x-IT-) (p/n-c Tr-) W-P),=, 

t.P -7T -pf- c 7r-) s=cc @ - 7r- la-)sa? (P If- - f)S=m qfp) 

NN 1.4 (pin -7r ) 
(PIT- sw c n) 

where we have used 

--in-4- T-) 
tP 

@-n = 
-o-)s=“i @In-J-)s=m 

IS= 
CT (T-P)s=c4 

which follows from Pomeron factorization. Also we have 

(p-f) 1 

(4.24) 

(4.25) 

(4.26) 

(4.27) 

where we have inserted numerical values for quantities estimated in Section U.I. 
- - - - 

.Comparing kqs. (4.24), (4.26), (4.27) we find that F’ -T /Fi --*’ 
P 

M 0 which 
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is consistent with the bound I Fn --L 7r /Fi --c * I 5 2 that we deduced in 
P 

Section III. Hence we conclude that the data on correlations in (p-n- In---r-) 

at 18.5 GeV are consistent with being dominated by Regge exchanges. 

Finally we should note that data also exist 26 on (p-7r-l~--7i+) at 

18.5 GeV/c, which we now compare with the single particle data. 
+ - + - + - 

In Section III we concluded that F* -* = F; -) 7r and F* --c r > 0. For 
P P 

the process (p I r”- r+) we have 

(4.28) 

NN 4.5, we can anticipate that the cross section for (p I z=--- 1;‘) is a 

decreasing function of s: 

f - (O-8) (4.29) 

On the other hand, we believe l8 that (p-+ 7r- In+) scales early, as should 

(p-V-IT--T+ ) (Eq. (4.2)). The scaling for the two particle inclusive process 
. 

follows from the exchange degeneracy pattern for (p-n) and (?;‘- n). Thus 

we see that 

(T+-P 1 Y-p) = (r’- 7r- ILp)s,oo = 
(,+-CT - lP)&-(= I~--P)s=03 

u (r+P)s, 
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In Fig. 6 we show data 26 for (7r+- 7ri I7ri -p) with y(7ri) ~2.4. Our calcu- 

lations might be expected to work for y(n,) 5 -1. Shown in the same figure are 

data for (,*-, Ip) (T+ I - T --p)/~(?p) at the same energy, 18.5 GeV. The 

factor o(?p)/~(lr+p)~~ is close to unity by comparison with the uncertainties 
+ - 

in the data. Since in Section III we found F” -7r > 0, we expect the product f 

of the one particle data to be above the two particle data. In the relevant 
+ - + - 

domain, the ratio is about 1.5, which would give Ff” -* /Fi - ’ w 3.5, 

This ratio would yield 

(4.31) 

At a lab momentum of 16 GeV/c, this ratio would be M 0.8, which is completely 

consistent with the data of Stroynowski. 20 
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V. DISCUSSION 

In this section we examine to what extent the comparisons with data 

support the assumptions we used in making our theoretical predictions. We 

also discuss what experiments would be able to test our assumptions and pre- 

dictions more stringently. 

If the applicability of the Mueller analysis in general is accepted, there 

are three major assumptions we made in our work: that the dominant correc- 

tions to scaling in the energy range lo-20 GeV come from leading meson @, 

01 A29 and f) exchanges, that the Pomeron and these trajectories approximately 

factorize, and that many of the inclusive Reggeon vertices are approximately 

exchange degenerate. To test the assumption on energy dependence independently 

of other assumptions, it is necessary to study accurately the same inclusive 

process at three different energies.. This has not been done in a single 

experiment27 for a one particle inclusive process except at very high energies, 

let alone for a two particle process. We believe such studies are essential if 

Regge dominance of the approach to scaling is to be confirmed, and if inclusive 

Reggeon vertices are to be extracted reliably. However, energy dependence 

may be tested if other assumptions are made: inclusive Reggeon vertices 

extracted from data at one energy may be used (assuming factorization) to 

predict the subasymptotic values of these processes at different energies. This 

we have done 29 in calculating @ - 7r- IK-) and (p-n-ly) using data on (p-7r-In-) 

at 16 GeV and comparing successfully with data on the first two interactions at 

9 GeV/c. However, because of experimental and theoretical uncertainties, 

these are not very stringent tests. 

Because in general four meson trajectories may contribute to the approach 

to scaling, it is difficult to test Regge factorization except by assuming in 
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addition that inclusive Regge vertices often have approximate exchange 

degeneracy. This was done in calculating (p -rIT- 1 K-) and (p-r- I r). The 

combined assumptions of factorization and exchange degeneracy were found to 

imply that certain two particle inclusive processes should have small Regge 

correction (4.2)) (4.3). These predictions seem to work for (p- r- I r- -p) 

and (p+r-Ir-- KS) especially when one recalls the expected magnitude of 

corrections to scaling in other processes (4.8), (4.9). Experimental studies 

of the other reactions (4.2), (4.3) would be useful, particularly of processes 

involving the fragmentation @ -n+ ) for which exchange degeneracy is less firmly 

established than for p- 7r-. It may be objected that as a(pp), o(K+p), (p- 7r- Ip) 

and (p -?r- IKf) all scale early, it does not require much theory to predict that 

tP --CT -IT-+-~) and (P-T-IYT~ +K+) should also scale early. This amounts to 

an argument that factorization and exchange degeneracy should work because 

of general principles: It is encouraging to see that experimentally they do 

work. 

The best checks of factorization and exchange degeneracy in two particle 

inclusive processes would be studies of (p-n 1 lr++ K-) and (p-r- I r’+-p) at 

energies above lo-15 GeV, to check the predictions (4.8) and (4.9). In fact, 

experimental studies of one particle inclusive 6 induced processes seem to be 

sorely lacking - for (p-r- I@) we have the prediction (3.5). 

To expand the range of predictions of Mueller theory, more experimental 

information on inclusive Regge vertices is necessary. Accurate data at energies 

> 16 GeV would surely help determine the 7r* - r* inclusive Reggeon vertices. 

We would emphasize the utility of standardizing the presentation of experi- 

mental data. It would be desirable to have data available as functions of rapidity 

or the Feynman x variable, integrated over pI, for every experiment, 
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Finally we should comment on the relationship of our work to calculations 

made3’ with the nova model. Our predictions apply to a smaller kinematic 

range in x.or y, but are determined completely (in principle) by one particle 

inclusive data, whereas in the nova model the relative proportions of single 

and double nova production are a priori unknown. Our results should be rele- -- 

vant to experiment up to energies where a naive factorizing Regge picture 

breaks down. In our case this is probably when the s -I/2 Regge corrections 

are comparable to the probable lo-2076 breakdown of factorization of the 

Pomeron. For a process (4.8), (4.9) with a cross section l+ 12 (s/so) - l/2 , 

this energy would be over 1500 GeV. Thus our predictions may apply from 

present accelerator energies up to and including energies available at NAL 

and ISR. By contrast, the nova model is vague about the energies at which 

multiple nova production may become significant and introduce new undeter- 

mined parameters into its predictions. Note however that just as Regge 

behavior for one particle inclusive processes seems to set in at a higher 

energy than in total cross sections so Regge behavior may start dominating 

at still higher energies in two particle inclusive processes. Thus we would 

‘only believe our results qualitatively below lo-15 GeV. 
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APPENDIX: EXCHANGE DEGENERACY 

The contributions of f, p, w, and A2 to total cross sections are expected 

nearly to cancel for reactions in which the s-channel is exotic. This requires 

the standard exchange degeneracy conditions for the usual Regge residues: 

K+ K+ K+ K+ 
p, = P, =$, =pA2 

With considerably less experimental and theoretical certainty, similar 

exchange degeneracy constraints may be placed on the inclusive Reggeon 

vertices, Ff-c . We shall assume that inclusive processes (a-c lb) reach 

their asymptotic cross sections early if they fall into either of two categories: 

1) Reggeon - particle exotic (RPE): a nonexotic Reggeon 

(i.e., ac nonexotic) scatters off particle b and abc is 

exotic. 

2) Super exotic (SE): for purely mesonic reactions, when ab, 

abc, a;, and bc are exotic (e.g., (K++ ?r- 17r+,, . 

We believe these are conservative assumptions: Reactions which fall into 

neither of these categories may scale early as,well. We find that these assump- 

tions enable us to derive many useful constraints while being weak enough to 

avoid the areas of major controversy. 16 In particular, (i) we make no assump- 

tions about behavior in the central region. (ii) Our assumption for baryonic 

reactions is a natural extension of particle-particle exoticity to Reggeon-particle 
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exoticity. Some experimental corroboration has been mentioned in the text. 

We avoid estimating corrections to the smaller cross sections with a: exotic. 

(iii) F or mesons, SE is an assumption weaker than all other proposed 

criteria. Again we avoid the baryon problem posed by reactions such as 

(P-PIP)* 

Even with these conservative assumptions, we find a plethora of exchange 

degeneracy conditions which should hold in the fragmentation region (i. e., away 

from the central region), These conclusions can be drawn prior to a complete 

resolution of the exoticity puzzle for single particle inclusive processes. The 

results of this analysis are given in Table I. 
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TABLE CAPTION 

The constraints on the vertices Fk’ ’ are given in the first column 

assuming early scaling for the reaction in the second column on the basis of 

SE or RPE. Many vertices not listed are given trivially by charge conjugation 
4- + K+-+K+ or time reversal. No constraints are found for cases like Fn --*= , Fi , 

or Fyep where a: is the vacuum channel. In the table, when the charge label 

is absent then all charges are included: 7r = (r’, P, 7r-), K = (K+,K’), N = (p,n): 

such cases are marked by asterisks (*). 
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TABLE I 

Exchange Degeneracy Relations Criterion 

-t- - -I- - 
77--X 

Ff =F 7r -7r 
P 

(*+-VT- I*‘) SE 

+ 0 + 0 
7r-7r 

Ff 
=F a-7r 

P 

FK+--n = FK++ r- 
f P 

(?T’- 7r” In-+) 

(K+- n-- I K+) 

(K+- n+l” I K) 

FK+- 7;t” = FK+-+ 7;t” 
P A2 

(K+--T+‘OIN) 

+ 0 K -r 
+ 

Ff 
=FK -no 

P 

+-K- 
Ff 

= FK+d K- 
P 

= Ft 
+-K- = FK+-K- 

A2 

K+- 7r” I Tr+, 

F+- K- IT++, 

(K+-K- IK) 

(p-nlK+) 

(P’XIN) 

FP -T- = FP-‘- 
f 

-4 I 77) 
P 

FPdK+ 
f 

= FPeK+ 
w 

Fir+” = FP-n P 

(p-K+IN) 

@‘K+IN) 

(p-n In+) 

FP -n = FP-n 
W A2 

(p-nnIK+) 

RPE 

SE 

SE 

RPE * 

RPE * 

RPE 

SE 

SE * 

RPE * 

RPE * 

RPE 

RPE * 

RPE * 

RPE 

RPE 

. 
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I 

FIGURE CAPTIONS 

1. (a) The Pomeron contribution to the total cross section, o(ab). 

@) Reggeon contributions to the total cross section, a(ab). 

2. (a) The Pomeron contribution to the fragmentation (a-c) in the process 

a+b - c+anything. 

(b) Reggeon contributions to the fragmentation (a-c) in the process 

a+b - c+anything. 

3. (a) The Pomeron contribution to the double fragmentation {a--c), (b-d) 

in the process a+b -) c+d+anything. 

(b) Reggeon contributions to the double fragmentation (a-c) , (b-d) in 

the process a+b - c+ d+ anything. 

4. Comparison of the invariant cross sections (p --r- 1~~ +- p) (shown as x’s) 

and (p-n-lp)(plr- + p)/o(pp)(shown as dots) using data 22,29 at 21 GeV/c. 

The predictions of this paper concern the region y2 < - 1. Figure based on 

Ref. 30. 

5. Comparison of the invariant cross sections (p- 7r- I r- --r-) (shown as dots) 

and (p-a-Ir:)(ph- -n-)/a (r-p)’ (shown as triangles) using data 26930 at 

18.5 GeV /c. The predictions of this paper concern the region y2 > 1. 
, 

6. Comparison of the invariant cross sections (p-n- I r-- lr’) (shown as dots) 

and.(p--c7r-11;C.)(pIr-e 7r’ )/o(7r’p) (shown as triangles) using data 26930 at 

18.5 GeV/c. The predictions of this paper concern the region y2 < - 0.5. 
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